Case study:
Defining an employee value proposition

“It was refreshing to work with a consultancy that
had a pragmatic approach to a business issue and
didn’t try to academicise it”

Having recently launched their group brand that encompassed several legacy businesses, Gattaca plc were contending with a lack of
consistency in their employer brand and employee expectations of the business. Gattaca was seeking to attract and retain the best
talent to take them forward, which posed a considerable challenge in the fast moving and competitive recruitment industry, with
competitors who could offer bigger basic packages and seemingly more opportunity to candidates. There was also an imperative
for the business to reach demanding financial targets.
Gattaca’s HR and marketing team recognised that a well
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“Cadman HR were quick to understand our business challenges
Gattaca chose to work with Cadman HR on their EVP because
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managers in the business. They also felt that our approach
reflected their own style and that we would connect well with
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information and then pulled the findings together into the
‘attributes’ of the company, which could then be used to
articulate the EVP and a single employer brand.

“...the employees felt able to be
completely candid”
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